Night Strike™ Compact Light

VERSATILE
• 3 levels of white light
• 3 levels of red light for night vision
• Blue light for following blood trails
• Green Find Me® light blinks to easily locate light in the dark

CONVENIENT
• Tactile switches – easy to operate in dark
• Tethered tailcap – never lose
• Removable, reversible clip attaches to belts, hats, straps, etc.

DURABLE
• Sturdy proprietary polymer construction
• Survives a 3-meter drop

WATERPROOF
• Meets IEC 60529 standards - 1m for 30 minutes
• IPX7 rating

Compact, lightweight, powerful – what more could you ask of a flashlight? The ENSHL11L is all that and much more. It features 4 LEDs, each designed for a specific task, and a versatile clip that allows you to position the light exactly where you need it. Discrete, tactile switches make operating in the dark a breeze and the battery compartment cover is tethered to the light. It has a soft, non-slip grip. Add waterproof and drop-tested to 3 meters and you have a light that is Engineered for the Extreme™.

Performance:
Run Time
Continuous Drain to End of Useful Light (21 C)

Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light
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